NUS SCHOOL OF COMPUTING
POSTGRADUATE STUDIES OPEN DAY

14 October 2015 (Wednesday)
NUS School of Computing (SoC), 13 Computing Drive, COM1 Level 2, Seminar Room 1

Programme

11.00am Opening – Pursuing Postgraduate Studies: An Overview
Prof Abhik Roychoudhury, Vice Dean (Graduate Studies), SoC

11.10am PhD Opportunities at NUS School of Computing
Assoc Prof Chan Mun Choon, Asst Dean (Graduate Studies), SoC

11.30am Why Pursue a Master of Computing Degree?
Assoc Prof Chan Mun Choon, Asst Dean (Graduate Studies), SoC

11.40am NUS Alumni Sharing
Dr Liu Yang, Assistant Professor at NTU School of Computer Engineering

12.00pm Insights to Postgraduate Scholarships, Job Prospects by Industry Partners
Panel Discussion with DSO, NRF-IDA, SAP

12.45pm Lunch (SR1 Foyer)
Student Interactions at Industry Partners’ Booths
Showcasing PhD Students’ Research through Poster Presentations